COMMENTS
Students Feedback

IN SIGHT IN MIND
Nancy Gkiotli(Teacher)

Comment
Way to go everyone!
"United we stand, divided we fall" - Pink Floyd
You've proven that all together we can work miracles, not only in creating a fantastic project
which is a true piece of art, but also in fighting against stereotypes, labeling, discrimination and
intolerance and at the same time promoting European values that are the basis of a peaceful,
liberal, everlasting coexistence and cooperation among peoples.
Keep up the good work students and teachers!
You deserve the best!

STUDENTS MAKE COMMENT

Vaggelis Savvas
Comment
well...
it is realy good,i hope we can continue this project
as long and enjoyable as possible
and it would be realy great if someone uploaded
an drawing about the things that has to do with the project

Stine Bentzen
Comment
Nice project! It is very important to share thought and opinions on such important matters
internationally. However i wish we would have more discussions and debates, to further impove
communication.
But all in all a huge success.

Özge Evren
Comment
This project has improved our English.Has allowed us to get to know different cultures.Thank you
very much our teacher.

Chris Mahairidis
Comment
Very nice web-site really good job.

Theodoros Brouskakis
Comment
Good job guys, very good job, i enjoyed the project very nice, grazzie ragazzi very nice,
communication,

Yusuf Özgöçmen
Comment
This project has enabled me to communicate with people from many different nations. It also
allowed us not to recognize different cultures and to see them as beautiful as ours

Naime Şerife Esen
Comment
I love this project and I find it useful I can learn a lot from friends from different cultures

Tasos Metallidis
Comment
i believe that the project we start is very important and we learn more things about the other
countries and cultures.Also we learn how to accept others without labels and racism.

Aslı ŞEN
Comment
Thanks to this project we are familiar with different cultures and this project contributed to
speaking English. Thank you very much to everyone who is involved in this project.

Vaggelis Savvas
Comment
well...
it is realy good,i hope we can continue this project
as long and enjoyable as possible
and it would be realy great if someone uploaded
an drawing about the things that has to do with the project

Hanna Wers
Comment
I have learned a lot, but i think the system, website and all the exercises were messy and not
thought out thoroughly.

Chris Mahairidis
Comment
Very nice web-site really good job.

Theodore Moutafis
Comment
The project as a whole has been really enjoyable and interactive so far. I've mostly enjoyed the
Quizes that we have been given to fill in and the M.I.T project where we had to communicate with
other team members through the forums to complete it.

Öykü Karaman
Comment
This project helped me to get to know different cultures and to approach them with tolerance.My
English speaking skills have improved.

Zeynep Öz
Comment
It was an interesting experience for me to recognize different cultures.I am very satisfied with
this.I understand that our world has become more beautiful with different cultures.

Ezgi Akşahin
Comment
E-twinning is the best project ı ever been in.
I love e-twinning .I am a real twinner.

Dimitris Serasov
Comment
Hi guys, l think the project was very successful because even from distance we come closer to the
other country's.

Yağmur Böğürcü
Comment
I am very happy with the eTwinning project.
I learned a lot and had fun.
I tried to do my best in the best way.
Thank you everyone.

Aybike Denler
Comment
Unfortunately radicalization destroys the common values of mankind. People have to ""stop" at
this. If we don't stop, our wealth will disappear. If we look at the differences with the eye of
wealth, we can reduce the radicalization most. I hope we can live in a world where you will be
loved, respected and tolerant in the years to come...

Ahmet Said GENÇ
Comment
Project is very good. I learned a lot of things. For example: work with team spirit, to represent a
good project as a country and project is I got a lot of things from my thinking and point of view.

İkbal Hekimhan
Comment
I think the purpose of this project is very useful.In Sight In Mind learned me that every human are
equal and special.I'm very lucky and happy to be here.I love this project and all of Twinner's!

Stine Bentzen
Comment
Nice project! It is very important to share thought and opinions on such important matters
internationally. However i wish we would have more discussions and debates, to further impove
communication.
But all in all a huge success.

Agate Borrebæk
Comment
I think this project dealt with a very important topic, especially in this day and age. At times it
could be a little confusing, and we didn't really know what we were supposed to do.

Liv Jewel

Comment
I thought thi sproject was very interseting and it has opend my eyes. i do think it was kind of
messy, i found t hard to find things on twinspace til times. but al in al it was a good expirience
Betül Bacanak
Comment
This project gives me different perspectives and it allowed me to question myself. I'm happy to be
involved in this project.
Ahmet UZER
Comment
It was a great experiment for me to be in Etwinning. It provided recognition of new cultures.
Etwinning was nothing simple. It taught new things in many ways.

Petek Selin Olgun
Comment
This project has made me more tolerant of people. I got information about radicalization. I
learned that radicalization has negative effects on people. I am very happy to be involved in this
project.
Nisa SOYUER
Comment
In Sight In Mind is a project that develops and socializes students. I am very happy to be in the
project ...

İclal Dere
Comment
This project has added a lot of information to me.
I get awereness on some. İssues .

Sedanur Görür
Comment
The project undertakes the role of a bridge with living in different places who communicate with
each other. İt introduces different cultures and ıntaractıvely lives, and most importantly, we like
to love differences. And it makes sense for us to make us who we are.
Aybike Denler
Comment
I think this project will be useful for everyone involved. We can overcome difficulties with love,
not with hatred. I am very happy to be in this project. I hope we can live in a world where
prejudice is dominated by tolerance.
Beyza Şimşek
Comment
E twinning it added a lot to me. helped english develop.

Aybüke Yaren İvak
Comment
I think this project is great for improving English and bringing students together from different
cultures.I am honored and happy to be in this project.

Aslı Değirmenci
Comment
First of all, I would like to say that I am proud to be involved in this project.This project has led me
to progress on many issues.For example, it has contributed greatly to the recognition of new
cultures and to the establishment of new friendships.Thank you Ünsal Saper for my participation
in this project.

Günsenin Divriklioğlu
Comment
This project has added a lot to me. I am very happy to be involved in a project like this

Furkan Olgun
Comment
Very good project.I like it very much.This project is very useful and educational.

Beril Özkalay
Comment
I’m sure everyone says the same thing but this project is important to me. Because, thanks to this
project, we can speak English and recognize different cultures and learn something about the
countries in the project. Also I wanted to thank everyone involved in this project.

Mert KOÇAK
Comment
In this project I realized that labeling people was a bad thing. I realized that historic artifacts must
be preserved. This project affected my ideas on these topics. Thank you everyone who
contributed in the project

Tuğçe Torun
Comment
We are projecting with foreign countries through long and e Twinning and we can notice its
contributions everywhere. With every activity we do, we feel that e Twinning has developed me
and that my dreams are moving. Thanks to the different web tools we use in the events, we use
the internet effectively and learn a lot of new things. Thanks to our project "In sight In mind" we
made yearly, my thoughts about respect for cultural differences have developed and
strengthened. I must say that e Twinning is an important part of education.

Eda Çırak
Comment
I am proud to be on this project. Our project is very entertaining and very informative. It's great
being on this project.

Ege Karanfil
Comment
This is a very useful because this website sumarise this project.we easily attain information about
this project.ı liked it.

Furkan Soylu
Comment
this project taught us to look at other cultures in a beautiful way and look at them without
prejudice. It was a very useful project.

Jacob Vrålstad
Comment
this is a great project but try better. its a bit messy and maybe you can fix the website.

Ulrik Delaunay
Comment
I really enjoyed this project. It gave me another perspective on how people liv their everyday lives
in other countries, and I learned a lot along the way!

Astrid Heyerdahl Delaunay
Comment
It was educational and fun to look at others' contributions from other countries, it was a messy
website that was a little stupid ...

Karina Mæhlum Lund
Comment
This project has been both fun to work with and I have learned much about radicalisation and it
has put labeling in a new sight for me.I have learned a lot but the discussions didn`t come so far I
think, because we didn`t discuss so much. Other that that it has been a very fun project.

Betül Düzen
Comment
This project helped me recognize new cultures and new places by my main activitys. It helped me
impoving my English and helped me in formation of my duty awareness. And I am happy to be
involved in this project.
Imaan Ahmed
Comment
The project was different but cool. it was a bit messy but thats ok.
Liv Kavli
Comment
I`ve enjoyed this project. Radicalization is an important theme that more people should be aware
of. The tasks where good, but I feel like it could be a better way of connecting all the groups after
the main tasks.

Murat KOÇYİĞİT
Comment
First of all thank you to our teacher Ünsal who managed our project and to our other teachers for
giving us such a project. In this project, I understood how bad the labeling of people is and I saw
that the historical works were not preserved very well. I think this project has widened my
horizon about in this topics. Thank you everyone who contributed to the project

Berfin Koçak
Comment
This project was so useful.I learn new cultural things and I thing that is amazing.

Vasiliki Kanellopoulou
Comment
It was a very interasting project and i learn a lot of this. It was educational and a very nice project.
I liked to job with it and learn more things each time.

Furkan Soylu
Comment
this project taught us to look at other cultures in a beautiful way and look at them without
prejudice. It was a very useful project.

Liv Jewel
Comment
I thought thi sproject was very interseting and it has opend my eyes. i do think it was kind of
messy, i found t hard to find things on twinspace til times. but al in al it was a good expirience.

Klara Molvik
Comment
I thought that this project was a bit confusing and slow. But I did learn somthing. There were
interesting topics to discuss. In conlusion it was interesting to talk to peple from the other
countries and to learn mor about the inportant topics such as: radicalisation, racism and labeling.

Bengisu Çimen
Comment
Sight in mind has been a successful project. I believe it has really succeeded its aims.Many
teachers and students got involved in it and especially our Unsal teacher has been eager.The
activities played a major role in the identification of the students and each other and their
cultures.This project is more important than ever. I think this great work will show what an
international project can achieve with with labor and love!

Oscar Franck
Comment
The project was pretty complicated, and a lot going on at the same time. The website was pretty
messy and I couldn't find my way to everything. ¨
But I learned something from this project. Especially about radicalization and labeling.

Lara Zangana
Comment
I think the project has been really educational and I've learnt a lot over these past few months. I
enjoyed doing the quizes and the small tasks a lot.

Ingrid Sandberg
Comment
I think this project was a bit messy, but it still were intresting and i have learned a lot about other
countries. Sometimes I also found it hard to find our projects on Twinpace.

Pelin Boyraz
Comment
This project was very useful. I had fun throughtout the project and learned a lot about cultures.
Thanks for your contributions E-Twinning! :)

Elif Nazlı Akyüz
Comment
Being on this project gives me great pride and happiness. The aim and the teachings of the project
are very good. It is well suited for English language development
.

Yusuf Kutay Doruk
Comment
I am proud to be on an international project like eTwinning.
Also, I learnt lots of things in this project.I discovered new cultures, different folk dances and
songs and I was conscious about some subjects etc.

Nisa Günenç
Comment
I am happy to be on this project. Because I am developing my English with this project.

Enes Karakaş
Comment
This project is example for the world in terms of awareness.Cultures interact through this project

Ayşenur Arslan
Comment
To me this project is very fun. Thanks to the project I developed English. We had so much fun
doing it. I hope you have a lot of fun while you are looking at our page.

Okan Can ZORLU
Comment
An excellent project to expand our horizons.Really successful.
Hümeyra Eseroğlu
Comment
This project has taught us a lot.The project has brought us together with people from different
cultures and people in different places.In the world we are all equal, we live together peacefully
and we must not respect each other.
Busenur Kökçü
Comment
This is really useful here.In this project you can improve your English and increase the general
culture.I am very lucky to be in this project.
Nida Üngör
Comment
I like etwinning. Helped to recognize different cultures.

Merve Kuşbaşoğlu
Comment
I was in a wonderful project again as always this year
I have learned a lot of different cultures and have learned new things so I am happy
Özlem Buse Yiğit
Comment
I believe this project has contributed a lot to my life.I met a lot of new people and we did common
business.I feel so lucky.
Yaren DOĞAN
Comment
I think this project is extremely suitable for its purpose. Because the students in the project are
very successful in recognizing other cultures and seeing different points of view and thought
structures. Thanks to everyone who has passed the test.

Serdar Efe Akça
Comment
İ think this project is so good. We work well and I like to work together with friends from different
countries and this project is helping it that's why I am happy to be in this project

Mustafa Burak AR
Comment
First, I must say that the project has progressed very well in the direction of the goal and I am
happy to be in this project. The project works well on issues such as terrorism and radicalization,
which are dangerous to humanity, and this increases the quality of the project. I am very happy to
be involved in this project.
Gönül Bulut
Comment
This project provided intercultural interaction union and solidarity strengthened

Irene Tzintziloglou
I would like to thank you for this year, it was really beneficial to me and I feel grateful that I took
part in such an important project,getting the chance to work together with my peers from other
countries in such an interesting way. Thank you all.

Esra Türk
Comment
The project has enabled me to improve myself and to have knowledge of different cultures.

Sinem saper
Comment
This project is creating a language that respects different cultures and cultures as well as a
different language.For example,it prevents the formation of bad habits such as racism.That's why I
like e Twinning.

